
 

Firmware Revision History 
 

Summary of Production Releases for CM4000 
 

Release 
Version 

Date 
Operating 

System 
Reset 

System 
Download 

System 
DLF3000 
File Name 

Language 
File 

CVMT 
Operating 

System 

CVMT 
Reset 

System 

10.000 03/27/2000 10.000 10.000 10.000     

10.001 03/28/2000 10.001 10.000 10.000     

10.002 04/04/2000 10.002 10.001 10.000 V10_2.FW    

10.010 05/10/2000 10.010 10.001 10.002 V10_010.FW    

10.110 07/07/2000 10.110 10.001 10.002 V10_110.FW    

10.203 08/17/2000 10.203 10.001 10.200 V10_203.FW    

10.300 09/26/2000 10.300 10.300 10.300 V10_300.FW    

10.340 11/13/2000 10.340 10.300 10.300 V10_340.FW    

11.000 03/28/2001 11.000 10.300 11.000 V11_000.FW LV11_000.FW   

11.100 03/30/2001 11.001 10.300 11.000 V11_100.FW  9.026 10.001 

12.040 05/17/2001 12.040 10.300 11.000 CM4_OS_12040.FW CM4_LL_12000.FW CVMT_OS_10010.FW  

 08/31/2001      CVMT_OS_10020.FW  

12.130 01/02/2002 12.130 10.300 12.100 CM4_OS_12130.FW CM4_LL_12120.FW   

12.260 03/11/2002 12.260 10.500 12.200 CM4_OS_12260.FW CM4_LL_12201.FW   

12.360 04/12/2002 12.350 10.500 12.200 CM4_OS_12360.FW CM4_LL_12300.FW CVMT_OS_11000.FW  

       CVMT_OS_11010.FW  

12.430 07/16/2002 12.430 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12430.FW CM4_LL_12390.FW   

12.640 12/06/2002 12.640 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12640.FW CM4_LL_12640.FW   

12.720 03/31/2003 12.720 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12720.FW    

12.810 01/28/2004 12.810 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12810.FW CM4_LL_12810.FW   

12.840 04/13/2004 12.840 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12840.FW    

12.860 06/07/2004 12.860 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_12860.FW    

14.090 08/22/2005 14.090 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14090.FW CM4_LL_14040.FW   

14.098 09/26/2005 14.098 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14098.FW    

14.190 01/16/2006 14.190 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14190.FW CM4_LL_14170.FW   

14.340 08/01/2006 14.340 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14340.FW  CVMT_OS_11200.FW  

14.350 08/08/007 14.350 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14350.FW    

14.400 02/21/2008 14.400 10.600 12.200 CM4_OS_14400.FW    

15.010 12/02/2010 15.010 10.700 12.300 CM4_OS_15010.FW    

15.020 03/16/2011 15.020 10.700 12.300 CM4_OS_15020.FW    

15.030 01/16/2012 15.030 10.700 12.300 CM4_OS_15030.FW  CVMT_OS_11220.FW  

16.000 07/01/2014 16.000 11.000 13.000 CM4_OS_16000.FW     

16.010 09/17/2014 16.010 11.000 13.000 CM4_OS_16010.FW     



 

 

Version Changes Since Previous Version 

 
10.000 

 

 

 First Production Release 

 
10.001 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 Changed Digital Output default control mode to EXTERNAL control for Option Modules 
and I/O defined from software (not from the display) 

 
Bug Fixes 

 Changed default baud rate for display/IR communications to 38,400 
 

 
10.002 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 Added check for valid mode for discrete output with alarm association 

 Set default control mode for discrete output defined from the display to EXTERNAL 

 Revised evaluation of voltage phase loss alarm for case when all phases are lost 

 Revised evaluation of current phase loss alarm 

 Reversed the order of the Serial Number Registers 

 Set RTC temperature calibration to 25C at power fail 

 Implemented reset of alarms on meter initialization 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected timekeeping for incremental energy to correctly handle intervals ending at 
midnight 

 Corrected evaluation of EXCLUSIVE OR boolean alarm 

 Corrected annunciation of alarms on the display for the condition where if an alarm goes 
inactive, it would stay on the display if other alarms were active 

 Corrected annunciation of alarms on the display for the condition where High Priority Log 
would stop flashing on the display when acknowledged even though the alarm was still 
active 

 Corrections for Average/Min/Max Log 

 Corrected error in Waveform Capture triggered by an alarm 

 Corrected initialization of Min/Max Date/Time 
 



 

 

 
10.010 

 
New Features 

 Added display of Min/Max Power Factor for 3-wire systems 

 Added dollar sign to standard character set 

 Added detection of continuous reset with shutdown of Alarms, Auxiliary IO, Files, 
Waveform Capture and CUL 

 
Modified Features 

 Changed title on Summary screen from “Volts” to “Volts L-L” 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected to recognize a digital alarm enabled while the alarm condition is active 

 Corrected errors in metering for 3-wire system types 

 Corrected timekeeping errors in incremental energy 

 Corrected error in evaluation of sag alarms after meter reset 

 Corrected count of meter resets register 3043 

 Corrected pre-event cycles for waveform captures 
 



 

 

 
10.110 

 
New Features 

 Added Adaptive Waveform Capture with early termination 

 Added digital status in waveform capture data 

 Firmware downloads are now recorded in the Maintenance Log 

 Real Time Clock now being calibrated based on meter temperature 

 Restart of incremental energy interval will now trigger an alarm 

 Commands 3320 and 3321 added to return information about alarm configuration 

 Added display of power summary screen for 3-wire systems 

 Added display support for ECC configuration 

 Completed calculation of remaining metering values 

 Set default values for digital inputs to be included in waveform captures 
 
Modified Features 

 Custom Alarms can now be set up for any register in the range from 1000 - 32000 

 Revised so that configuration registers cannot be written while not in configuration session 

 Revised default labels for High Speed Alarms to include “HS” 

 Zero is now considered a valid minimum in min/max determinations 

 Alarms with priority of “None” are now not entered in the Event Log 

 Revised to block firmware download while Revenue Security is active 

 Revised boolean alarms to treat any disabled input as a valid input that is always false 

 Omitted display of time on Main Menu screen 

 Moved configuration of Energy Accumulation Mode from register 3227, bit 00 to register 
3232 

 Revised default IO point labels 

 Revised display to allow viewing and selection of expected phase rotation 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected display of frequency for 400Hz systems 

 Corrected initialization causing KYZ output to toggle upon initialization 

 Corrected display of negative values 

 Corrected error in display of analog input min/max 

 Corrected error in recording of events triggered by alarms 

 Corrected error in calculation of Alternate Metering Channels 

 Corrected calculation of Ground Current for systems with small neutral CT 

 Corrected screening of per-phase min/max power factors for 3-wire systems 

 Corrected screening of registers 1236 and 1237 for 3-wire systems 

 Corrected display of small magnitude power factors 

 Corrected scaling of demand values 

 Corrected error in logging of boolean alarms 

 Corrected error in calculation of signed energy 

 Corrected screening for demand values that are invalid for 3-wire systems 
 
 



 

 

 
10.203 

 

 
New Features 

 Added 6-register date/time 

 Added Revenue Security 

 Added display of CV Module Production data 

 Added command 1130 to set factory default configuration 

 Added creation of default OFF to ON alarms for discrete inputs that exist in the meter 

 Added Commands 1411/1410 to enable/disable Revenue Security Switch 

 Added support for the Ethernet Communications Card 

 Added display support for alarms with relative setpoints 

 Added Command 4210 to reset register-based event log(s) 

 Added Current Loss and Phase Reversal as default alarms 

 Added detection of over range CV Module 

 Added Register-based event logs for disturbance alarms 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to evaluate all Boolean alarms every 100ms 

 Revised so Boolean alarms can now be cascaded in any order 

 Revised alarms to not evaluate alarm if pickup and dropout setpoints are both 0 

 Changed initialization of command status and result from 0x8000 to 0xFFFF 

 Omitted Milliseconds from timestamp of standard speed and high speed alarms 

 Revised to set Correlation sequence number and value for unary alarms to N/A 

 Revised waveform capture to accept parameters for adaptive waveform captures from 
alarms 

 Revised to not allow End 100ms Cyc alarm to trigger data logs or waveform captures 

 Revised to require End 100ms Cyc and End 1s Cyc alarms to have priority of None 

 Revised to display actual analog module output for analog outputs instead of register value 

 Revised to force end of incremental energy interval when Reset All Energies command is 
issued 

 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected event log list of data logs triggered by an event 

 Corrected calculation of reactive energy by quadrant 

 Corrected pre-event cycles for waveform captures 

 Corrected calculation of 100ms power factor 

 Corrected calibration of RTC for temperature 

 Corrected initialization of alarms with relative setpoints 

 Corrected screening of metered values that are not available for various system types 

 Corrected errors in operation of relays in timed mode 

 Corrected operation of relays associated with alarms after reset 

 Corrected Over THD factory default alarm in command 1130 

 Corrected operation of ECC when local circuit monitor RS485 comm port is configured for 
Jbus 

 Corrections to average/min/max log 
 



 

 

 
10.300 

 
New Features 

 Added calculation of average power factor for last demand interval (1924) 

 Added support for cycle-by-cycle RMS Log 

 Added Command 6209 to preset accumulated energies 

 Added Demand Forgiveness 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to “lock down” File 14 when revenue security is active 

 Revised Command 1120 to permit resetting specified systems 

 Revised so that Phase Loss Register 3262 now controlled by ALARMS 

 Revised calculation of Total Demand Distortion 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected calculation of average power factor in Min/Max/Average Log 

 Corrected condition in which alarm with dropout time delay = 0 that had been true for more 
than 32,767 time delay units would not drop out 

 Corrected calculation of running average Vln 
 

 
10.340 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised Demand Peak determination to process only active channels 

 Revised Demand Peak determination to allow 0 as a valid minimum demand                         

 Revised Demand Timekeeping for case when elapsed time >= 3660 seconds to prevent 
new last demand and new peak demand under this condition 

 Revised to block entries to log 14 triggered by alarm while revenue security is active 

 Revised Revenue Security to exclude Commands 5210-5216 and include 6910 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected error in handling of timeout of external sync demand methods, changed timeout 
from fixed 61 minutes to 10% over the demand interval or subinterval 

 Corrected controls for external sync demand methods   

 Corrected errors in min/max demand 

 Corrected rounding of negative demand values 

 Corrected I/O initialization to verify IO point types are 0 or 501 when no IO module is 
present 

 Corrected minimum demand determination for generic demand 

 Corrected to begin a new interval with first sync input after a reset 

 Corrected to allow negative minimum demands 

 Corrected register definitions for demand to default min/max to N/A 

 Corrected to make demand interval independent of incremental energy interval 
 



 

 

 
11.000 

DLF Version 1.14 Now Required 
 
New Features 

 Added detection and initialization of CVMT 

 Added register 3167 for CVMT Reset Firmware revision number 

 Added language file support 

 Added second pulse weight and scale factor for input metering of consumption 

 Added % Complete to firmware download screen 

 Added alternate voltage V2 for system type 30 and system type 31 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised display menu structure requiring 2 step setup of IOX modules 

 Revised to allow data log to span across midnight 

 Revised to not allow a second disturbance WFC if the first has completed less that 25% of 
the total cycles 

 Revised to set default display time format to 2400hr 

 Revised to not allow a priority other than “None” for end of metering interval unary alarms 

 Revised to set diagnostic bit if Disk-On-Chip is not present 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected problem with ECC setup from display 

 Corrected condition where multiple simultaneous demand sync inputs would not work 

 Corrected demand sync to incremental energy 

 Corrected condition where Adaptive WFC would not early terminate when Disturbance 
WFC was also running 

 Corrected initialization of variable in Demand that could produce error in first interval or 
subinterval after meter reset 

 Corrected condition where disturbance alarm active at meter reset would not be 
annunciated on display 

 Corrected display of custom quantities with format of LABEL 

 Corrected scaling of analog inputs on display 

 Corrected error on second startup screen 

 Corrected 4800 baud RS-485 comms bug 

 Corrected error in demand calculation of “overrun” 

 Corrected bug in variable waveform capture which prevented capture with low decimation 
and low number of channels 

 Corrected bug in Commands 3230 and 3231 to allow SMS to recognize new alarms 

 Corrected time stamping for incremental energy and demand unary alarms 

 Corrected display of RS_232 to RS-232 

 Corrected assigning alarm level to new custom alarms added from the display 

 Corrected initialization of relative alarms to correct invalid alarms after meter reset 

 Corrected the determination of pre-event cycles in Waveform Captures triggered by 
Disturbance alarms 

 Corrected assignment of alarm level for alarms created from the display 
 



 

 

 
11.100 

 
New Features 

 Beta Version for CVMT support 
 
Modified Features 

 None 
 
Bug Fixes 

 None 
 

 
12.040 

 

 
New Features 

 Added setup of Impulsive Transient Alarm  to display 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to accommodate display changes and new language file 
 
Bug Fixes 

 None 
 

 
12.130 

 
New Features 

 Added register 3239 for configuration of 100ms metering 

 Added 100ms frequency measurement 

 Added 100ms DFT measurement 

 Added logging of registers > 32767 

 Added Unbalance Factor values for current and voltage 

 Added Command 10030 for Meter Initialization – resets energy, demand, files, trending, 
min/max, and disables alarms 

 Added MAINTENANCE LED diagnostic screens 

 Added Meter Init to RESETS menu 

 Added OPTION MODULES diagnostic screen 

 Added Total Disk size to METER INFORMATION diagnostic screen 

 Integrated new communications server 
 
Modified Features 

 Improved frequency calculation 

 Omitted SyMax communications 

 Revised to base current dead band on fundamental current of 3mA 

 Modified display code to allow Impulsive Transient Alarm Threshold as low as 0. 

 Revised to add 0.1% dead band to harmonic magnitudes 

 Changed unbalance values to be absolute value. Added bridge code to correct min/max 
values and alarms for change in unbalance values 

 Revised to not process Average/Min/Max data if file status not normal 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected WFC for 3W direct connect 

 Corrected error in detection of continuous reset 

 Corrected error in signed energy 

 Corrected bug for outputs in timed mode associated with alarm 

 Corrected error in calculation of harmonic angles when 100ms DFT enabled 
 



 

 

 
12.260 

 
New Features 

 Added Meter Init reset from display 

 Added Meter Initialization Reset Locked strings for display 

 Added Maintenance LED diagnostic screens 

 Added Diagnostic list of option modules on display 

 Added processor watchdog, config change, and cause of reset registers 
 
Modified Features 

 Added Command 5110 to Command 10030 

 Added Command 10030 to revenue security check 

 Changed properties for register 3061 for installed DOC size in MB 

 Revised Command 4940 to set event_corr_num to 0 

 Increased default setting of watchdog timer from 20 to 30 
 
Bug Fixes 

 None 
 

 
12.360 

 
New Features 

 Added Polski and Italiano to language list 

 Added Harmonic Power Flow 

 Added Flicker 

 Added Input Metering Labels at register 6280-6359 

 Added register 3217 for Harmonic Power Flow Scale Factor 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to allocate file space for 4 languages when DOC is formatted 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected error in Boolean alarm setup from display 

 Corrected bug in display annunciation of transient alarm 

 Corrected bug in waveform capture first cycle number calculation for transient alarms 
 



 

 

 
12.430 

 
New Features 

 Added Waveshape Alarms 

 Added support for input metering setup from SMS 

 Added display screen auto rotation 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised Command 10000 to allow reset of one trending channel 

 Revised Command 6214 to allow reset of one input metering channel accumulation 

 Revised to allow register read/write on display to access registers 32768-65535 

 Revised to run Wiring Error Check every minute 

 Revised Command 6214 for reset of all input metering channels when param == 0 

 Changed default value of discrete input demand metering pulse weight from 1 to 0 

 Added Alarm Log entry when Alarm Setpoint Learning is done 

 Removed “Slave” from Main Menu > Setup > Meter > Pwr Dem Meth 

 Added code to display “CM4000XR” when CVXR is present on a CM4000 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected bug in discrete input status in waveform captures 

 Corrected error affecting input remapping 

 Corrected default names for Input Metering Channels 

 Corrected error in input metering demand calculation 

 Corrected error scaling MOD10 values on display. 

 Corrected error in alarm enable status affecting disturbance alarm inputs to Boolean 
alarms 

 Corrected error in round off of scale for input metering 
 



 

 

 
12.640 

 
New Features 

 Added EN50160 

 Added Alarm Setpoint Learning 

 Added Register-Based Event Log for Standard and High Speed alarms 

 Added register 3246 for control of Trending & Forecasting 

 Added Alarm Setpoint Learned bitmap in registers 15610-15621 

 Added portal registers to access Alarm Setpoint Learning summary data 

 Added option to display harmonic values in engineering units (register 3241 = 2) 

 Added EN50160 Enable to display: Main Menu > Setup > Meter > Power Quality 

 Added Command 4230  to reset register-based event log 

 Added option for harmonic volts in % fundamental and current in Amps 

 Added dynamic setpoint for disturbance alarms 
 
Modified Features 

 Changed Waveshape Alarm type number from 110 to 130 

 Revised to not process alarms if setup session is open 

 Revised to not annunciate alarms if setup session open 

 Revised to not annunciate alarms if display setup session is open (except LED) 

 Revised to not set alarm enable while in setup session 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected definition of power factor values for AMM log 

 Corrected error in min/max determination for power factor values 

 Corrected screening of phase rotation when angles not available or when phase B voltage 
not available 

 Corrected recording of extreme low value for sags 

 Corrected error in histogram-based alarms 

 Corrected maximum device address available for Modbus and Jbus setup from display 

 Corrected error in calculation of 100ms metering update interval – register 3251 

 Corrected error in Command 3220 to disable alarms using bitmap 

 Corrected dead banding of harmonic percentages 

 Corrected calculation and limiting of sequence unbalance values 

 Corrected error in overflow of duration in register-based disturbance log 

 Corrected dropout of disturbance alarms for case when alarm is true when meter resets 
and the alarm condition drops out during the reset. 

 Corrected timeout of display setup session 
 



 

 

 
12.720 

 
New Features 

 Added EN50160 metering quantities 

 Added EN50160 metering Average, Minimum, Maximum in registers for logging 
 
Modified Features 

 Relocated registers for Accumulated Energy Preset values from 9500 to 20 

 Enlarged Register-based Onboard Event Log – added 5 events 

 Improved determination of phase rotation 

 Changed EN50160 Portal register locations 

 Revised dead band for harmonic angles for harmonic values in RMS 

 Screened out reference values for harmonic values in RMS 

 Added Nominal Voltage to Revenue Security 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected omission in EN50160 End of Week 

 Corrected screening for duplicates in event logs for EN50160 

 Corrected calculation of neutral CT for system types 40 and 42 

 Corrected voltage scale factor in EN50160 

 Corrected dead banding of current 

 Corrected cause of occasional corruption of Waveform Capture file table of contents 

 Removed DOC defragmentation from initialization to eliminate cause of endless reset 

 Corrected error in EN50160 portal locations for events 

 Corrected error in EN50160 for Voltage Unbalance Alarm Bit 
 



 

 

 
12.810 

 
New Features 

 Added Disturbance Direction Detection 

 Added Power Quality Summary and Trending 

 Added Alarm Summary and Trending 

 Added Energy Summary and Trending 

 Added Email on Alarm 

 Added support of Modbus ASCII communications protocol 

 Added automatic creation of Over Alarm for each analog input present 

 Added detection of disk full condition and posting of diagnostic alarm 

 Added determination of worst harmonic for each metering channel 

 Added Command 10100 to reset Energy Trending 

 Added Command 10200 to reset Alarm Summary 

 Added Command 6215 to reset Energy & Input Metering Summaries 

 Added Command 10300 to reset Power Quality Summary 

 Added Command 10301 to set Power Quality Summary parameter to default 

 Added Command 9031 to send test email 

 Added Command 9032 to send CUL email 

 Added Command 9034 to save email configuation to DOC and restart email system 

 Added Command 1211 to reset email diagnostic counters 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised web page feature to support 10 web pages of 50000 bytes each 

 Revised EN50160 Evaluation to add definition of short interruption 

 Revised EN50160 Evaluation classifications ranges for sags, swells and transients 

 Revised EN50160 Evaluation to add alarms to Alarm Summary 

 Revised EN50160 Evaluation to synchronize averages to clock 

 Revised to allow selection of register numbers > 32767 for alarms, custom quantities, and 
analog outputs 

 Revised ECC Port Type selections 

 Revised to not allow configuration of electromechanical relay as energy pulse output 

 Revised to disable alarm for discrete input in Time Sync or Input Metering Mode 

 Revised Auxilliary IO commands to add parameter validation checks 

 Revised Command 10030 to reset EN50160 and new summaries 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected condition where display passwords could be viewed in read-only mode 

 Corrected control of alarm LED on display 

 Corrected scaling of harmonic values in RMS mode 

 Corrected condition where communications would be lost when comms attempted to 
access files from failed Disk-On-Chip 

 Corrected error in command 1120 which cleared all systems regardles of parameter value 

 Corrected error in recording of digital input status in extended waveform capture 
 



 

 

 
12.840 

 

 
New Features 

 Added Command 7011 to format Disk-on-Chip while OS is running 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised task priorities to improve communications performance 

 Revised to save EN50160 every 10 minutes instead of every second 

 Revised set lower limit of dips to definition of interruption 

 Revised to limit check transient alarm time delay 

 Revised calculation of time between pulses for energy pulse outputs 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected error in setup of flicker alarms for Power Quality Summary 

 Corrected condition causing occasional corruption of Disk-on-Chip 

 Corrected display of CVM Hardware Revision Number 

 Corrected order of type codes in change of IOC44 from AC to DC inputs 
 

 
12.860 

 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 None 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected condition where noise on GPS input could cause malfunction of Disk-on-Chip 

 Corrected condition where setup session could be closed as soon as it was opened 
 



 

 

 
14.090 

 
New Features 

 Added support for CVM42/CM4250 

 Added support for IEC 61000-4-30 

 Added registers 3970 - 3974 for IEC 61000 configuration 

 Added register 3163 for IEC Mode/CM4 Mode Selection 

 Added Energy Shift Summary 

 Added Command 6216 to reset Energy Shift Summary 

 Added posting of direction information for last event in registers 8775 – 8799 

 Added Command 10202 to reset disturbance direction detection event counters 

 Added Uptime Statistics in registers 2850 – 2999 

 Added display screen for Uptime Statistics 

 Added Command 4310 to reset Uptime Statistics 

 Added display screen for Total Demand Distortion 

 Added register 3219 for indication that software wiring correction is in effect 

 Added Feature Supported bitmap in registers 3085 – 3089 

 Added display of Ig for system type 31 

 Added German to Language Library 

 Added Modbus Input Registers 

 Added energy test mode to produce faster, more precisely timed energy pulses 

 Added update of register 3037 with msec 

 Added CT phase offset in registers 3146-3149 for CM4 

 Added register 2008 for Peak Demand Current 3-Phase Average Used to calculate TDD 

 Added register 3237 for Frequency Sync Error Limit 

 Added floating point metering values in registers 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised definition of Voltage Phase Loss from 5% to 10% 

 Removed display screen for Instantaneous Flicker 

 Revised Power Quality Setup display screen to add IEC61000 Enable 

 Revised display setup of labels to include “+” and “-“ characters 

 Revised to post Pst in register 2948 instead of Ifl 

 Revised transient volt-seconds calculation 

 Revised display to omit % units from K Factor 

 Revised Language Library file number to 14040 

 Revised to not show subsystem config errors in Maintenance Log 

 Revised diagnostic log, increased size and added date/time 

 Revised to read temperature every 2 seconds rather than every second 

 Revised to add Commands 7011 and 4310 to Revenue Security 

 Revised to delay evaluation of min/max for 10 seconds after reset 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected use of Nominal Voltage to be L-L in 4-wire systems 

 Corrected handling of thermal demand for first end of interval after meter reset 

 Corrected disturbance direction detection for 3-wire systems 

 Corrected error in reporting of waveshape alarms 

 Corrected reporting of waveshape alarms to CMPL 

 Corrected maximum range for set up of Nominal Voltage 
 



 

 

 
14.098 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 None 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected to not use offset calibration for CVM and CVMT 
 

 
14.190 

 
New Features 

 Added Alarm Aggregation 

 Added Flagging for IEC Mode 

 Added 200ms-based metering for IEC Mode 

 Added SER Log and SER Mode for digital inputs 

 Added floating point energy values and THD in registers 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised Language Library to Version 14.150 

 Revised range of scale factors for monetary values in shift energy to +/- 6 

 Revised measurement of frequency to improve range of measurement and response to 
changes 

 Revised EN50160 to take advantage of new Alarm Aggregation feature 
 
Bug Fixes 

 None 
 

 
14.340 

 
New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to remove digital alarms from alarm aggregation 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Corrected to allow use of line-to-line voltages in EN50160 Evaluation of 4-wire systems 

 Corrected error in processing 10 minute update in EN50160 

 Corrected EN50160 to insure alarms enabled with non-zero priority 

 Corrected initialization of Trending & Forecasting to include scale factors 

 Corrected check for top of minute in Trending & Forecasting 

 Corrected error in transient waveform capture introduced in 14.190 

 Corrected error in Min/Max/Avg Log introduced in 14.190 

 Corrected error Cycle-by-Cycle RMS Log introduced in 14.190 

 Corrected in initialization of Maintenance LED 

 Corrected error in Email on Alarm feature introduced in 14.190 

 Corrected error in IR comms redirected to subnet 
 

14.350 New Features 

 None 
 
Modified Features 

 Revised to remove digital alarms from alarm aggregation 



 

 
Bug Fixes 

 Modified register 3238 to turn off temperature chip with setting of 0.  This is to prevent 
metering lockup (display ******* for metering values) due to temperature chip holding I2C 
data bus. 

 
14.400 

 
Modified Features 

 Change from Merlin Gerin brand to Schneider Electric brand 
 
 

 
15.010 

 
New Features 

 Added register 3249 to allow masking of ground or neutral current (Ig, In) – this is not 
published, used for specific application. 

 Added register 3164 to Enable/Disable the voltage deadband. 

 Added register 3165 to Enable/Disable the current deadband. 

 Added register 3166 to Enable/Disable the power factor deadband. 

 Modifications for new RTC on CM4 refresh units. (CM4) 

 NVRAM R/W timeout increased to support new NVRAM for CM4 refresh. (CM4) 

 Added command 32600 for NVRAM memory test and status register 3090/3091 to post bit 
pattern and # errors to indicate successful check of NVRAM memory.  NVRAM test failure 
indication in bit14 of register 3050 diagnostic error. 

 
Modified Features 

 none 
 
Bug Fixes 

 Added 5sec power-up delay to evaluation of alarms, data logs, WFC, Power Quality, 
Min/Max evaluation, Summary evaluation and EN50160 evaluation. 

 Fix to file system to prevent duplicate data log entries being logged inadvertently, and to 
prevent data log entries being skipped during file upload. 

 Fix for medium voltage system losing fundamental angle values. 

 Fix for CM3/4 calculating RMS values incorrectly if meter processor gets busy  

 Fix for Under Alarms in Alarm Setpoint Learning functionality. 

 Changed Disk-On-Chip defrag to only request 1 sector each time (larger DOC took too 
much time to defrag all at once) 

 Fix for the functionality that buffers the 100ms metering data in the A2D collection for 
conditions where the 100ms data hasn’t yet been processed. 

 Add diagnostic error log entry if 100ms data processing has been delayed more that 3 
100ms intervals (diagnostic error code 2202) 

 Add diagnostic error log entry if 1sec data processing has been delayed more that 3 1sec 
intervals (diagnostic error code 2302) 

 Add functionality into the meter test mode functionality of simulating disturbances to put 
good cycles in between cycles with a disturbance. 

 Check bounds on Trending and Forecasting Control register 3246, set to 0 if not equal to 1. 

 Fix for calculation of nominal voltage, lower and upper limit, and alarm setpoints using 
scale factor for EN50160 voltage evaluation (shows up in medium voltage systems). 

 Roll over Rapid Voltage Changes counter when maximum value (32768) is reached. 

 Changed Discrete Input Debounce Time from bitmap to value with allowable range of 5-
200 milliseconds, entered in 5ms increments. 

 Added check in initialization to ensure that file #49 (trending file) is enabled, if not enabled 
re-enable file. 

 Fix for CM3 reset if measured frequency fell below specification limits.  Changed frequency 
calculation to only be done once every 100ms if no frequency lock instead of every cycle. 



 

 Moved setting of DMA register to as early as possible to prevent missing a DMA request in 
CM_ISR_A2D_DMA().  Caused false voltage/current sags (actual value / 4) due to the 
CM4250 bitshift of data that had already been shifted since newly acquired data hadn’t 
come in yet from DMA (CVM42 uses 16-bit A/D so must shift data 2bits to match the 14-bit 
data of other CVM modules).       

 Fix to Reset alarm state and delay timer if test value changes to “Not Valid” – fix 
specifically for THD alarm that would annunciate on a generator load, then generator went 
off and THD changed to NA but alarm would stay active. 

 Added fix for custom energy display precision setting 10 in reg 3215 for xxxxxx kwh, 
displayed Wh instead of kWh. 

 Fix TDD calculation in cm_pm1000.c from TDD = (HCa + HCb + HCc) / Idm to   TDD = 
Sqrt ( HCa

2
 + HCb

2
 + HCc

2
 ) / Idm 

 
 

 
15.020 

 
Modified Features 

 Removed modification to check if alarm log is enabled before attempting to write to alarm 
log. 

 
 

 
15.030 

 
Modified Features 

 Changed default of register 6425 from 3 to 0 to prevent demand resetting at beginning of 
month by default. 

 
Bug Fixes 

 Fix to prevent Waveshape alarms from becoming inactive in some instances. 
 
 

16.000 Modified Features 

 Changed the MCF_CSCR1 register value to 0x1180 in OS firmware (CA_Init.c file), in the 
DL firmware (CA_Init.c file) and in the RS firmware (Reset.s file). 
 

Bug Fixes 

 Fix to prevent register (Serial Number) from changing as the Fram Chip operating 
temperature rises. 

 
 

16.010 Modified Features 

 Changed the number of sector_addresses  of the array to  22 sector_addr[22] in OS 
firmware (CI.GBL file) and added sectors 0x0000A000, 0x0000C000 and 0x0000E000.  In 
(CA_LDR.C file) updated the sector_addr[22] array sectors and in CI_MAIN.C 
Command30600() function updated sectors for  OS (9 – 20) and DL (1 – 8). 

 
Bug Fixes 

 Fix to prevent OS and DL DLF meter upgrades from causing the CM4 meter becoming non 
functional. 

 
 

 


